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Editorial

Having been tied to the box for some time, what 
with World Cup soccer and then Wimbledon,
there has been a whole lot of time in which to
think deep thoughts —

The one which came to the top recently was
“Do professional soccer players practise their
dives?”  To see the way these guys fall over and
clutch their knees or ankles if an opponents’
foot even comes near them, leaves me with
serious thoughts of the award of Oscars . . .

And the way the referees fall for it is something
to wonder at.  To be fair, there was a statement
at the start that there was going to be no mercy
for those who feign contact, and several players 
were shown a yellow card for “diving”, but
there were times when it was so patently

obvious . . . a player going down with both legs
“fully retracted” has surely done it deliberately.  
But how do they do it without hurting them-
selves a whole lot more than they might have
been by the contact they’re claiming, leaves me
wondering whether they don’t truly have secret
practice sessions on how to dive spectacularly. 

Perhaps they should try playing rugby!

On second thoughts, perhaps they shouldn’t —
I wonder whether there is a more vicious, dirty

 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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game than rugby . . . far too readily fueled by
the attitude of comentators who talk about “a
spot of argy-bargy” or even “getting to know
each other” when they are in fact referring to
outright thuggery.  Who would be a rugby
referee when, on sending a player off for dirty
play, the ref winds up on the mat in front of the
disciplinary panel, having to explain why he
was so hard on the player!

There can be no excuse for the head-butt in the
last minutes of the soccer WC final, in front of
millions of viewers, but I’m delighted to hear
that Materazzi (the Italian on the receiving end) 
is to face a disciplinary hearing regarding what
he said to Zidan to provoke the head-butt.
Insults between an Italian and a Frenchman
involving mothers and sisters can get really
serious.

I’m reminded of the comment attributed to a
prominent Welsh referee who is said to have
told a player “If I see you getting punched
again, I’ll send you off!”

I do like justice!

*  *  *
Did you hear the story about the logo on the
boot lid of the BMW 530  d?  I saw one in
reality for the first time the other day, and the
possible truth of the story became clear!

BMW SA had to change the boot-arms so that
they didn’t open the original 110° or so.  They
reduced it to about 80° so that people would
find it less easy (and less objectionable) to read
the logo upside-down . . .

*   *   *
This, found by Greg van Schaik, is just too
good to pass up . . .

I was recently reminded of a story that a good
friend in the SOAR club will tell occasionally
— to protect his name a little bit, let’s just call
him TK.

TK was dragged out to a power field on a
Sunday morning to see an old friend’s
immaculate 1/3 scale Piper Cub, just finished
over the winter, fly for the first time.  

Well, after they got the motor and everything
straightened out on the ground, he asks TK to
take the first flight, “just in case.”  TK wasn’t
expecting to do the test flying as it was a big
power club and there were lots of “experts” in
attendance, but he didn’t want to see his friend
break his model either, so he agreed to take the
first flight. 

So, here is a senior guy, a brand new 1/3 scale
Piper Cub, a glider guy to do the test flying, and
the club “experts” have now broken away from
running gas thru their engines on the ground to
check this out like a bunch of vultures.

TK taxis the Cub out, takes off, trims it out,
starts backing off the throttle a bit . . . and the
engine splutters and quits.  Next thing he
knows, guys are screaming up and down the
flight line, “DEAD STICK . . . DEAD STICK”. 

He’s thinking to himself, what’s the big deal?
. . . got flying speed . . . got altitude and over
the field, why are these guys screaming?  So he
goes to set up an approach . . . and the wing
gives a bobble.  He sets the Cub in a thermal
turn and spends the next 10 minutes specking it
out.  

Brings it back down, sets up a nice approach on
their paved strip and rolls it out to his feet . . .
and quietly says “DEAD STICK!”

*
To a glider pilot, 
   is there another kind of landing?

*  *  * 
Glider pilots are always ready to have a swipe
at each other’s ethics and the properties of their
soaring fields . . .

Now Google Earth has something more to
answer for.  Evan Shaw discovered this view of
the Summerveld field where the Durban guys
sometimes fly thermal.  He claims it would
make a wonderful slope site!

To be on the safe side, I checked with Dave
Greer and was informed that —

(a) It has been known to work in a westerly, but
said westerly only appeared very rarely, and
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(b) The scale is such that, from where they fly, it 
would take a very brave pilot to get into the lift
area — two-metre models would be invisible
and only the glass-equipped F3B pilots would
be able to get there with any chance of getting
back again.

*  *  *
In a couple of weeks the F3J World
Championships will be under way in Slovakia
— near a place called Martin, if I understand
things correctly.  Mark Stockton is already over
there and has the dubious distinction of having
collected a € 400 speeding fine . . .

We wish our team all the best and look forward
to hearing of their exploits.

*  *  *
Okay, so what’s this (on the right) got to do with 
our building / flying model aircraft?

In case you haven’t worked out what it is, it’s an 
intricately-carved watermelon!

You’ve probably heard of / seen amazing
examples of ice-carving and sand-castle
contests, but this is a first for me.

It’s an incredible piece of artwork — 
 a constructive hobby, just as ours is —
  something to stand back and admire,
possibly with the thought of whether one could
come near it in artistic creativity.

*
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These egg shells were carved with a high
intensity precision Laser Beam.  This gives a
very good idea of what can be achieved with a
Laser.

From this can be surmised what laser surgery
performed on one’s eye is all about.  Is it any
wonder how one’s vision can be improved in
just a few moments?

*  *  *
I have been asked by the regular weekday fliers
to let everyone know that they have created a
“weekday pegboard” for use when the main
one, operated by Ed Fox, is not available.

If you fly during the week please take care to
ensure that you have the safe use of your
frequency!

*  *  *
Here is a snippet from Dave Greer —

It is scary how these things come in bunches.
Most will recall my Monday email regarding
Dave Lentle’s narrow escape after an aircraft
accident. 

The really old MGA/SARFLYers will also recall
my moment of daring some years ago when
myself and young Chris Cutler each took an
awesome 20 minute tandem paraglider ride with
Blue Sky Paragliding’s Tristam Burrell off the
Winston Park slope site.  Trust me, I would not
have done this with anyone else, such was the
respect Rob and I had for Tristam who was also
always most friendly toward us slopers, even
having 15 minute stir on the dear old
Ghostbuster sloper.  In fact, glider guiders like

Shaun Price and Allan Sneedon eventually went 
on his excellent paraglider training course. 

It was with great shock that I learnt from Allan
last night that Tristam was killed on the
weekend, after hitting some power lines with a
passenger in a trike motorised paraglider at the
Cato Ridge haunt.  He apparently managed to
land safely but was electrocuted before the
passenger was able to get him out. 

A sad day for local paragliding and I urge you to
have a quiet look around one of the best web
sites around, lest that moves on, as well.  

The slope sites page often being quoted for
directions — 

http://www.blusky.co.za/

http://www.blusky.co.za/sites.html

Regards
    Dave

*  *  *
This issue having a fair “Dave Greer benefit”
content, I’m delighted to be able to report that
Gert Nieuwoudt has offered a series of articles
on his construction of the Supra , the first of
which should appear next month — and I
thought I would have difficulty with shortage of 
material this month!

- - - o o O o o - - -
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  Reflections of The Chair

            Brian Mulder

Have the last two months flown by or what?

Being self-employed, workloads vary
considerably for me.  June and July have turned 
out to be very busy indeed with workings hours
from about  7.30 am till late at night . . . every
night!  What all of this means is that I have had
almost no time to work on any of my aircraft.

I had planned on getting a plane ready for the
Peninsula Championship, only to run out of
time in a big way.  And when time did present
itself, it was about fixing broken windows due
to attempted affirmative shopping at 2am in the
morning.  Yes, I have had a busy couple of
months.  On the positive side however, I have
finally managed to afford and own (for once in
my life) a chequebook model!

Mark Williams of Cape Sailplanes has been
getting some pretty impressive models lately
and amongst the Ava and Supras , was the new
Graphite 2 (cross tail version) from Vladimirs
Models.  As I have a distinct dislike for V-tails,
and the greater majority of planes are V-tail
these days, this version caught my attention . . .  
thanks to Dave Bryant, who informed me by
phone to have a look at it.  Now as far as
conventional tails go, this one has the most
beautiful curves I have yet seen on a tail.  Very
nice!!  Overall, the quality is simply breath
taking when you study how the parts have gone
together.  The level of detail is getting better
and better it seems.  Really impressive.  Now I
must just find the time to put it all together!!  

*  *  *
The winter weather has settled in somewhat
with plenty of rainfall around.  This has had the
effect of reduced activity on the flying field.  In
fact, over the last two months, I think the winch

has only been set out two or three times.  Even
flying my Blaster has not been that much fun.
Low down thermal activity has even been very
scarce of late.  And as for the JR-610 receiver I
have been using, it has been taking all
enjoyment out of flying the Blaster.  I am now
totally fed up with it.  JR really screwed up with 
this receiver.  Be warned . . . do not purchase a
JR-610 receiver!  

*  *  *
Ed Fox has produced a fun little model and
added it to his production line.  (See
illustrations later — pg 10)  It is a rudder
elevator high wing trainer style plane with a
foam wing and balsa fuselage.  The motor used
is a stock Speed-400, powered by 2 lipoly cells
and brushed controller.  What is surprising
about this plane, is just how well it flies for a
rudder elevator model.  Only when slowing
down for a landing approach did I sense the
lack of ailerons that I am so used to.  Other than
that, Ed is getting plenty of stick time due to the
long flight times achievable with the power
setup.  

*  *  *
Now as far as RC enthusiasm goes, Keith
Lindsay is making his mark.  Come rain or
whatever miserable weather, Keith is out there
tearing up the sky with that rear prop driven
high wing plastic bubble pod type plane.  It has
been a long time since I have seen somebody
show such enthusiasm for flying.  

In addition, his enthusiasm has now landed him 
a 40-sized gas trainer type plane fitted out with
a Hyperion Z40/20 motor on 4 series lipoly.  I
hear he was on the carpet as a result of this
purchase.  Let that be a lesson learned . . . wives 
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are not meant to find out how much money we
spend on models and radio gear!!  I was given
the privilege of taking off the aircraft and
feeling it out before passing the transmitter to
Keith.  And he took to it like a duck to water. 
His first flight lasted something like 10 to 15
minutes and included landing the model
himself!  Nice going Keith!  If only we could
convince you to get a glider and start flying
competitively, who knows what you might
achieve.  

*  *  *
Getting to SAAMA related issues, it has now
been revealed that my original interpretation of
the Insurance policy was indeed correct.  That
is, any member-to-member claim does in fact
carry a R10 000 minimum excess — and 1% of
any claim over a million.  It means you have to

be careful whether your out-of-control model
damages the person or property of a SAMAA
member or a non-member!!!  

I was initially shot down (member to
member! JL) for making this statement that
has been correct all along.  Seems even
SAAMA themselves did not know how the
policy worked.   Nevertheless, I am told the ball 
has started to roll, it has been (finally)
recognised that our current policy is not the
greatest — in case anyone isn’t aware of it, we
are covered against wrongful arrest,
defamation and . . . wait for it . . . asbestos
pollution! — and hopefully we will see
something good come out of this whole saga. 
Only time will tell though.

     Brian  

 Programming the 3810 for Electric Full-House Gliders 

For the JR3810, 388, 378 buffs and logical lads
like Lionel. 

One of the local F5J lads converted to dual flap, 
along with aileron on his 3810 and presented
me with the programming problem last night — 
eight channels and a seven channel receiver.  I
am “baie gerus” on the 3810 but my FF8 was
fine with the same R-700 seven channel
reciever so it should not be impossible, that
may be because Futuba use channel 7 and not
gear for the other aileron. 

With the seven channel receiver and using the
six flight surfaces operating crow braking,
along with variable camber, one is only left
with the throttle receiver input to play with.
Brad’s solution, used by others, is to use the
Butterfly switch so one either has throttle
control or crow braking on the same lever.  

Given advancing years, I suspect one could
“brrrp” instead of “swishing” on landing
approach, whilst going for gold.  A separately
switched throttle is thus attractive for this,
along with helper adjudication and driving a
transmitter timer.  This solution could also

explain why some of the locals are so adamant
about having the transmitter throttle lever
action reversed to take advantage of the trim
only available at one end (the old power thing)
— I will concede this even if a little mystified
why, with sub trimming . . . 

I am also acutely aware that any solution should 
incorporate 150% travel each way for desired
throttle response.  The instinct is thus to have
throttle switched on the Butterfly switch alone
but how does one achieve this — by mixing
throttle with its itself on the one position?  Does 
this still facilitate 150% (Brad thinks not)? 

I am little concerned that all crow activity is
driven from throttle thus one may interfere
there whilst fiddling on the motor side . . . One
could jimmy things and use throttle and flap for
the dual flap side, ala the cheapie six channel
radios, thus freeing up a non primary channel,
but that seems a tad messy for variable camber. 

Looking forward to some useful feedback. 
Regards 
    Dave  
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 International Postal Contest 
South Africa encases a “World Sandwich”!

Congratulations to Durban MAC for their first place in the March IPC!  They more than made up
for the poor showing locally — unable to turn out even the five pilots to make a full score.

 1 Ron Russell Scotland Pikeplus 2271
 2 Ted Groessner LIFT Duck 100 2268
 3 Pat Sullivan LIFT Duck 100 2262
 4 Dave Greer DMAC Esprit 2258

Alan Sneedon DMAC Graphite 2258
 6 Evan Bengston Moreton Viper 2254
 7 Frank Long Moreton Neon 2246
 8 Dennis Bird DMAC Esprit 2245
 9 Bob Robinson LIFT Falcon 880 2238
10 Brad Conlon DMAC Ellipse 2226
11 Brian Mulder SSC Sagitta 900 2216
12 Siggy Scheld Moreton Euphoria 2215
13 Dennis Hoyle LIFT Eraser 2194
14 Fred Wittstock DMAC Sagitta 2190
15 Rene Muller Switz. Zenith 2179
16 Larry Storie LIFT Duck 2m 2172
17 Don Slatter DMAC Star 2168
18 Brian Sharp Scotland Sharp Wind 2161
19 John Lightfoot SSC Sagitta 900 2145
20 Barry Hilzinger Moreton  Pikeplus 2140
21 Garry Jordan Moreton Cassiopea 2134
22 Brian Fanning DMAC Illusion 2083
23 Andy Lewis Scotland Pike Superior 2066
24 Tim Potter DMAC Graphite 2054
25 Larry Jeffrey LIFT Sapphire 2043
26 Dave Anderson AustraliaEgg & Lett. 2036
27 Martin Doney LIFT Icon 2009
28 Ross Henderson DMAC  Ellipse 1989
29 John Coulson DMAC Esprit 1988
30 Gordon Ballantine Scot. Tracker 100 1984
31 Paul Boswarva DMAC Shongololo 1983
32 Beat Stucki Switz. Aquila 1951
33 Erich Aeberhard Switz. Etalon 1948
34 Peter Spring Switz. Organic 1926

35 Adrian Baker DMAC K2 1908
36 Jim Johnston LIFT Duck 100 1875
37 Norman Smith DMAC Bird of Time 1873
38 Daniel Obrist Switz. Escape 1861
39 Dave Denley DMAC Gent. Lady 1824
40 Martin Gibbs Scotland Corrado 1746
41 Ernst Perrot Switz. Paragon 1744
42 Tom Preston Scotland Stork 1697
43 Martin Bogli Switz. Olympic II 1688
44 John Donaldsn Moreton Lynx 1529
45 Doug Williams Moreton Australis 1509
46 Martin Vels Moreton Dunno 1411
47 John Wright DMAC Sagitta 1355
48 John Condon Moreton S & P 1288
49 Frank Pfeifer LIFT Duck 100 1208
50 Rene Walther Switz. Verso  728

*  *  *  
Hi all, my name is Ron Russell and I play with
toy aeroplanes.  I know . . . I know . . . it is a
terrible way to introduce myself but oh well.

A couple of years ago Brian Sharp intimated
that he felt that he had run the IPC for long
enough and that someone else should take over
the reins.  We all had not realised just how long
Brian had been in charge of this little
competition.  However we are all totally
grateful that he kept it going for all those years.
I think we all owe him a debt of gratitude for his 
sterling efforts.  Thanks Brian from us all.

One of the first things he told me when he
handed over the reins was that I was not
supposed to win it if I was in charge of the

1 Durban MAC South Africa 11 177
2 LIFT USA 11 134
3 Moreton Australia 10 989
4 Scotland 10 228
5 Switzerland  9 865
6 Southern SC South Africa  4 361
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event.  Unfortunately I seem to have gone and
broken that rule first time out.  The other
problem I have created for myself is that I took
for ever to get the scores together, collated and
finally put into some format that everyone can
access.

I have taken the decision to add the results to
the web site I run for the Fife Soarers.  This
means that more people will be able to access it
quickly, and who knows, we may even get
some more entries next time.

As you can all see from the results there was
quite a wide spread of scores with no particular
type of model being to the fore.

I have been asked on a couple of occasions now 
whether I think we should make the tasks

bigger/ longer, but I have to say that when you
look at the scores, there is no need.  It is an easy
comp in the right conditions but not all that easy 
if the conditions are unfavourable. I think if we
make it so that the task is longer we will simply
spread the results and not really achieve
anything constructive.  I feel that if it is left
alone it is a task that is achievable for most
people in the right conditions, and that is how it
should be.

Thanks to all the people who wrote to me or
Brian with the results from their various
groups, make sure that you keep them coming
for the next time as well and include some
photos on a disc.

- - - o o O o o - - -

— Ancient Chinese Wisdom —
Before you criticise someone, walk a mile in his shoes . . .

That way, you’ll be a mile apart . . . and you’ll have his shoes!

A plane was taking off from Kennedy Airport. 
After it reached a comfortable cruising altitude, the captain
made an announcement over the intercom —
 “Ladies and gentlemen, this is your captain speaking. 
Welcome to Flight Number 293, nonstop from New York to
Los Angeles.  The weather ahead is good and, therefore, we
should have a smooth and uneventful flight.  Now sit back
and relax . . . OH, MY GOD!” 

A stunned silence followed, and after a few minutes, the
captain came back on the intercom and said, “Ladies and
Gentlemen, I am so sorry if I scared you earlier.  While I was 
talking to you, the flight attendant accidentally spilled a cup
of very hot coffee in my lap.  

You should see the front of my pants!” 

A passenger in Coach yelled, “That’s nothing . . .
        . . . You should see the back of  mine!”
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 Competition Scene

         Harry S. Hawk

The past couple of months have been more than 
a little peculiar from the flying point of view —
nothing really worthwhile in the thermal line
but not unpleasant for those flying small
electric models.  

Does this help explain the serious lack of
gliders to be seen on the field?

*  *  *
After a wet Saturday night, the 16th dawned
cold and cloudy, but there was a decent turnout
on the field — almost all electric!  What has
happened to the gliding fraternity?

I saw JL trying out Ed Fox’s new small electric
model which he’s producing as a kit.  He’s
learning to handle the throttle stick!  Could this
be in preparation for a future electric model?  It
flew very nicely . . . right up to the touch-down, 
where the small wheels couldn’t handle the
longish grass.  Is SSC going to have to arrange
for a runway of sorts???

Willem Hoek’s beautiful old-timers cruised
majestically around the sky and approaches and 
touch-downs were enough to cause gentle
drooling in some quarters.

I even saw JL trying out Mike Dunn’s od
electric — flying mode-2 with the throttle on
the “wrong” side.  Mike and Peter Westerman
have a regular “needle” with JL on the subject
of which is “more correct” — mode 1 or 2 —
Peter silences all argument with the simple
statement that he remains unconvinced until he
can be shown a full-sized aircraft with two
control columns . . . one for elevator and one
for aileron, but both Peter and JL agree that
while they are able to handle the other setup,
they find it not at all relaxing — they have to
concentrate like crazy!

Brian-the-Chair was out (barefoot!!! in that
cold, wet grass!) having a great time with his

Blaster, although there was next to no lift to be
found.

*  *  *
The delayed Peninsula Champs were scheduled 
for the 23rd, but two things worked against it — 
cold, damp weather and a singular shortage of
potential contestants.

Emanuele surveyed the Mountain from
Somerset West and decided it wasn’t looking
good . . . Andrew L looked south and decided it
looked lousy . . . Brian-the-Chair was still short 
a plane to fly . . . Greg appeared from under his
latest bush and JL wasn’t all that enthusuastic.

A field of two was declared a “non-quorum”
and the event was again delayed for better
conditions / better attendance.  It may not be a
particularly correct / democratic way of doing
things, but seemed the best approach under the
circumstances.

The early part of the morning saw about five
different weather patterns — overcast . . .
drizzle . . . watery sun . . . cloud . . . drizzle . . .
sun . . . at which point JL had had enough and
headed home.

Ed reported that the later part of the morning
was “very nice for the light electric and new
glider fliers”.  Willem did his usual trick of
flying all three of his widely different models
— electric glider . . . electric old-timer . . . Bird
of Time  glider.

*  *  *
Don’t forget that the third Postal event is due to
be flown on the 6th and 13th of August — come 
on guys, why not get out there and have a go at a 
thermal contest?

- - - o o O o o - - -
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 Foxed Cub 
Over the past few years, Ed Fox has developed
a very useful glider trainer — Foxed, the name
cleverly derived from his own . . .

It is incredibly simple, uses next to no balsa, in
a (successful) attempt to keep the cost down,
and it flies remarkably well.  It also has the
highly desirable ability to bounce well!

He has now created a small electric trainer
called (hardly surprisingly) the Foxed Cub.

The kit could hardly be more basic — 

the 1m wing is made of foam polystyrene, the
fuselage from balsa wood, and the tail feathers
from corex.  All the parts pre-cut and a little
superglue and some epoxy is all that is needed
to complete the airframe.

It will cost a potential electric pilot R 250, and
it needs only a Speed-400 motor, a 2-cell LiPo
battery, speed control and appropriate radio to
take to the air.

John L was invited to try it out a couple of
weeks ago, and he was most impressed, despite
his dislike of such small models.  It is docile but 
responsive and will surely make a wonderful
introduction to the joys of electric flight.

For more details contact Ed Fox at 
            021 - 7158748

- - - o o O o o - - -

When you are in deep shit . . .
 

 say nothing . . .

and try to look like you know
what you’re doing!
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253 Lansdowne Road, Claremont 7700
(not far from Kenilworth Centre)

021 - 683 2168
(Alan & Andy Imrie)

    “Rogues’ Gallery”    
 Alan, Andy, and introducing Damian 

Hyperion
EOS 5i

charger / discharger

was R 799 —  
now R 650    

Model Stand
HD foam rubber

big models one side
small models other side

HiTec Rx
HFS 05 MS
(excl Xtal)

   R 375

E-flite S-75
submicro servo

R 120  ea
or buy four and

get one free

Cordless 230 V

Rotary Tool Set
         R 1199

R 285

   Full range of   accessories in stock

R 575        R 385    

Tool Holder  Flexible Drive   
 R 145      R 385    
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 Noodies Natal 2006 Thermal Soaring Champs 

Dave Greer

A whole lotta background going on  . . .

The Soar-J era was brought to a close after a
decade, with some kind soul suggesting that a
Nats to the Soar-J theme may be a nicer way to
finish things off.  Although a success, the Nats
2005 format was not ideal, so it was back to the
midlands to rectify that with Noodies Natals
2006, to a revised approach. This worked a
charm and it is a pity one did not apply the
format to the Nats 2005, where the fledgling
Free State interest would have enjoyed a
separate 2 metre class and not been painted in to 
an F3J hand tow corner and crippled out of
further ventures to the midlands that we have
enjoyed so much.

The organisational team was moved to arrive at
the venue for a practice Friday afternoon,
before the event, which turned out to be some
of the most enjoyable flight times ever
experienced at these magnificent venues,
especially as it freed one up to enjoy little sights 
like this . . .

Please re-brief me, let me go . . .

This organiser pushed hard for the briefings and 
the first F5J slot of the day to be on time, even if 
winch line switches etc were to slow things
down thereafter.  Unfortunately this also

extended to an all too brief briefing on the first
day, which had to be redressed on the second
morning.  The Natal Champion was determined 
from the pooled scores from both the Hand
Tow and Electric Winch folk, prior to
normalizing, whereas there was also a separate
scored and normalized competition for F3J and
Electric winch folk.  Quite easy on a layered
spreadsheet system but, with all now flying to
the somewhat busy F3J rule book, one did lose
sight of the fact that there were  inexperienced
electric winch folk now operating in the F3J
environment, and I am indebted to Rodney
Goodrum for gently steering us back on line. 

There can be no doubt that the pre-printed
programme matrix did the job as well, with
zero PA calling of names or cries of “did not
hear my name called”, a problem in the windy
Nats 2005.  This is something for other
organisers to bear in mind.
 

Great balls of wire . . .

It was gratifying to have the entry of 11 for F5J,
including total competition newbie Sean
Oellermann and long time power and electric
flyer, Less Ward.  Les joined us on practice
Friday and was puzzled by the sudden lack of
radio range when pre-testing (a must for
electric craft with motor off and on).  After
some checking he found that the various bits of
cabling had been routed differently from the
norm and changing the cabling layout sorted
things.  One has to be acutely aware of the

 Craig with Supra and young Mathew Goodie 

 The mob at first morning briefing 
  in perfect conditions  
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implications brought about by the tight radio
installations and this was again graphically
illustrated on competition day when Brad and
Simon both launched over other competitors
areas to experience much glitching and
flapping by the moving bits — as well as the
pilots.  Thus a wake-up call to prospective F5J
competition organisers to consider zigzag or
other flight lines to minimize over-flying of the
launch area.

Les brought along friend Steve who was
immediately mistaken for his son.  The
combination enjoyed great success with the
inexpensive but impressive Great Plains Siren
on Saturday, and Les looked well placed
overnight but became a victim of the beastly
organizer, who started the briefing and F5J on
time on Sunday morning, so he just missed that
round.  Given that Les bailed us out by
returning overnight with some much needed
computer printer equipment, we owe him one
. . . ;-)

Sean Oellermann had a ball with the
inexpensive S-540 powered E-Hawk and even
threw in a powered Zagi for the one thermal
round.  The ferrite motor handicap is only half
that of the brushless motors, so Sean was only
penalized half of his long motor runs.  This
made for a creditable finish against much more
fancied opponents.  Sheldon cruelly had his
wife searching through the sugar cane after a
first round crash, but the Cumulus never
resurfaced.  

The genius of the simple handicapping was
illustrated by the contest-long battle between
Warren on brushless power and Mark on S-400
power.  They were finally separated by three
slot wins for Warren and two for Mark.  

F5J
 1 Warren Butler 4977 
 2 Mark Stockton 4947
 3 Brad Conlon 4768
 4 Paul Carnall 3988
 5 Sean Oellermann 3964
 6 Craig Goodrum 3720
 7 Les Ward 3708
 8 Dion Liebenberg 3191
 9 Simon Nelson 3105
10 Herman Webber 2626
11 Sheldon McGlone

Any rumours of our demise are greatly
exaggerated . . .

*
Two Metre was magnificently supported, with
an excellent entry of fifteen, flying in two slots.
All towlines were set at 150 metres, which
made it awful tricky for these lower launching,
smaller craft, but there was never a moan and a
keenly contested class right down the order.

The top three spots were filled by home town
lads but Izak Theron and the Gentle Lady was a 
threat all weekend, as normal.   

Flight line layout with pretty 2M on the left
front

Two  Metre
 1 Warren Butler 4675
 2 Allan Sneedon 4558
 3 Dennis Bird 4516
 4 Izak Theron 4434
 5 John Monk 4344
 6 Volney Klintworth 4181
 7 Russell Conradt 3954
 8 John Coulson 3666
 9 Simon Nelson 3207
10 Paul Boswarva 3055
11 Fred Wittstock 2840
12 Don Slatter 2267
13 Brian Fanning 2030
14 Paul Munn 1670
15 Sheldon McGlone  281

  The  
Disorganized
Organising

  Team  
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The contest was aborted when the weather front 
arrived mid Sunday morning. The fifth rounds
of F5J and Natal Open champion had been
completed but the 2 Metre folk bravely voted to 
complete their fifth round in extremely difficult 
conditions.

We are the champions . . .

The race for the 34-year-old Natal Floating
Trophy was between the whole of the hand tow
and electric winch mob, all operating off 150
metre tow lines.  The contest was pretty much
slaughtered by the F3J Seniors team, Mark
Stockton only losing an overnight lead and
perfect 4000 score to an out-landing on the
Sunday, otherwise the team would have filled
the top three slots.

There was also an interesting contest with
contest for the mainly home-town folk
operating off the 150 metre electric winches.

The weather remained frustratingly light
throughout Saturday, which made things hard
for the winch folk and even harder for us hand
tow slaves who even battled to roar at the
golfers whilst running . . . ;-)

The time saving over Nats 2005 was dramatic
by combining these two events, with four
rounds completed first day compared to a
pressured three at the Nats, with two rounds of
2 Metre replacing Hand Launch Gliders.  This
was also helped by the rigid adherence to
rolling over to the five minute prep time

immediately the preceding working time
elapsed.  Full marks go to Werner Ehlers, our
contest director, who stuck to the task so well.

The only time glitch was a Sunday morning
winch direction switch and a halt both days to
check out a persistent interference problem on
35,140.  It is thanks to the built-in scanner on
Simon’s Multiplex transmitter that we were
able to verify this and Dion Liebenberg
changed to a spare channel.

Sunday morning was cold and the breeze was
light with the wind building seriously for the
Open round, which resulted in folk missing
landings, whilst yours truly and Fred Wittstock
catapulted up through the ranks with useful
finishing scores. Fred can be justifiably proud
of a seventh place overall finish with his home
brew RES100 craft.

 The Flight Line — 
 with pretty 2m in left foreground 

Overall Totals
 1 Craig Goodrum * 4978
 2 Chris Adrian * 4964
 3 Dave Greer 4537
 4 Izak Theron 4518
 5 Allan Sneedon 4451
 6 Michelle Goodrum 4348
 7 Fred Wittstock 4248
 8 Brad Conlon 4170
 9 Dion Liebenberg 4167
1 0 John Monk 4085
11 Mark Stockton 4000
1 2 Paul Boswarva 3932
1 3 Paul Carnall 3863
1 4 Wolfie Steffny 3745
1 5 Kurt Stockton 3732
1 6 Warren Butler 3690
1 7 Russell Conradt 3655
1 8 Simon Nelson 3622
1 9 Paul Munn 3528
2 0 Rodney Goodrum 3488
2 1 John Coulson 3437
2 2 Ross Henderson 3232
2 3 Conrad Klintworth 2887
2 4 Herman Webber 2715
2 5 Dennis Bird 2494
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Having completed five useful rounds, all were
relaxed about packing and heading to the
Noodsberg Country Club for refreshments and
prize giving.

Honoured guest Werner Ehlers

Contest Scorer Des Cooper

Bridesmaid award Izak Theron

Awards for supporting us so well
 Rose Wittstock and Les Ward

*

Our Sponsors —

Fragram (L&G Tool and Machinery Ltd)

Natal Wholesale Jewellers Davenport 
           (Brad Conlon)
Sticktime

Tony Watson Service Centre
           (Russell Conradt)

Wittstock Woodworking

Don and Gloria at Noodsberg Country Club

*

26 Craig Baker 2409
27 Les Ward 2318
28 Simon Tladi 2283
29 Brian Fanning 1610
30 Tim Potter 1567
31 Don Slatter 1494
32 Sheldon McGlone  420

Electric Winch Totals
 1 Dave Greer 4958
 2 Brad Conlon 4749
 3 Allan Sneedon 4501
 4 Fred Wittstock 4365
 5 John Monk 4198
 6 John Coulson 4114
 7 Wolfie Steffny 4108
 8 Paul Boswarva 3993
 9 Russell Conradt 3944
10 Paul Munn 3931
11 Rodney Goodrum 3920
12 Ross Henderson 3738
13 Les Ward 2811
14 Craig Baker 2671
15 Don Slatter 2065
16 Brian Fanning 1973
17 Tim Potter 1573
18 Sheldon McGlone  428

* Explanation of apparent contradiction
   in scoring

In rounds 1 and 5, Chris was beaten marginally
in his slots by an electric winch contestant.
When the electric winch scores are removed in
each case, for F3J-only scoring, he enjoyed a
perfect score.  Craig was edged 2 metres on

landing against F3Jer Dion Liebenberg in the
first round, both being slightly edged by
electric winch man Russell, but the small
deficit against Dion carried across to the F3J
alone scores.  This the only tiny negative for
Craig in F3J, alone.

F3J Totals
 1 Chris Adrian * 5000
 2 Craig Goodrum * 4994
 3 Izak Theron 4547
 4 Michelle Goodrum 4373
 5 Dion Liebenberg 4192
 6 Mark Stockton 4000
 7 Paul Carnall 3863
 8 Kurt Stockton 3735
 9 Warren Butler 3691
10 Simon Nelson 3632
11 Conrad Klintworth 2902
12 Herman Webber 2737
13 Dennis Bird 2505
14 Simon Tladi 2310
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Post contest feedback has been excellent, with
Mark even reporting that young Kurt Stockton
clutched his trophy all the way home, right until 
it was placed in the cabinet!

The man with golden banana . . .

There are a zillion little happenings, characters
and comments that are oft forgotten and we
have long threatened the golden banana award
for the biggest oopsie.  

This year it would have been between yours
truly changing mode and trimming the wrong
lever the whole of Saturday, Wolfie for setting
up downwind and Craig Goodie for submitting
an official entry for a non existent HLG class.

Below are some classics that our way too
relaxed Simon picked up . . .

*
“How long is the flight time for the

6 minute 2 metre event?”

*
“What time does the F5J start?”

  “I think they have just landed!”
    “Oh shit . . . I missed it then?”

   “Er . . . I think so.”

*
“What was your motor run?”
  “Just under 2 weeks.”

*
“Should I charge my batteries

for each flight for F5J?”
“Hell no . . .    

  you are just making them heavier!”
“Oh yes — of course!”

*
“Listen, this camping is for the birds . . .”
“Ja well, you’re not getting coffee in bed!”

By contrast, the organisational team
enjoyed a full English breakfast
at the idyllic Christa se Gasthuis.

*

Postscript —

The event is deficient in blow by blow, round
by round reporting but suffice to say the dinner
at the Wartburger Hof on Saturday evening
capped a most enjoyable five rounds of flying.

Whilst the personal yen is there to call it a day,
one can’t help wondering if the highly
successful “together and separate” scoring
could not be used for other blended events,
possibly even meaning a return of F3B, blended 
with Thermal Duration (TD), to the province of 
Kwazulu Natal?

It has long been an aggravation that F3B/TD
events have placed pressure on organisers by
having the duration round duplicated.
Platitudes of cannon-foddering ones TD ship in 
to F3B to prostitute for extra flight time just
don’t cut it for me. 

To set the scene using the last Natals as a
fantasy example —

Four “hardball” F3B teams set up closest to the
sights.  Alongside are the four “Sportsman” TD 
teams, set up sans rachets and other
complications. 

Starting with the duration slot, both groups
launch four pilots each for duration, matrixing
as normal.  All are scored for the “King of the
mountain” duration trophies, the F3B scores
extracted separately and normalized toward the 
“Yellow Jersey” overall F3B Championship.
There is also an award for the Sportsman
Thermal class. 

 The spread of trophies and prizes 
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Next up is the speed slot. The hardball plus
anyone else can participate and score in the
“Speed King” speed trophies but only the F3B
hardball scores are separated out and
normalized toward the “Yellow Jersey” overall
F3B Championship.  There could even be an
award for the Sportsman Speedster class,
possibly even flown to speed handicap . . .

Next up is the distance slot.  The hardball plus
anyone else from sportsman can participate and 
score in the “Lap Dance Queen” distance
trophies but only the F3B hardball scores are
separated out and normalized toward the
“Yellow Jersey” overall F3B Championship.
There could even be an award for the Sportman
Lapster best distance class. Say four
competitors per slot, three hardball and one free 
to be from sportsman.

The sportsman is thus free to choose which of
the three events, duration, distance and speed
he would like to fly in. 

Possible moans —

1 Too many trophies.  Competitive hobbies
lose folk cause there can only be one
winner, but this gives a spread of winners
and the extra cost is nominal if one thinks
laterally . . .

2 Clashes with qualifying protocol.  Change
the protocol or use other specialist events
for qualifying.  The more inclusive picture
is more important.

3 Complicated scoring.  No quicker than the
blink of eye with layered spreadsheets.

The advantages, by contrast, are immense for
these blended events . . .

- - - o o O o o - - -

Sally was driving home from one of her business trips in Northern
Arizona when she saw an elderly Navajo woman walking on the
side of the road.  As the trip was a long and quiet one, she stopped
the car and asked the Navajo woman if she would like a ride. 

With a silent nod of thanks, the woman got into the car.  Resuming
the journey, Sally tried in vain to make a bit of small talk with the
Navajo woman, but she just sat silently, looking intently at
everything in the car, studying every little detail, until she noticed a 
brown paper bag on the seat next to Sally. 

“What in bag?” asked the old woman. 

Sally looked down at the brown bag and said, “It’s a bottle of wine.  
I got it for my husband.” 

The Navajo woman was silent for another moment.
Then speaking with the quiet wisdom of an elder, she said — 

“Good trade!” 

For all of us who are married, were married, wish you were married, wish you weren’t
married, or glad you never married, this is something to smile about the next time you
open a bottle of wine. 
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 Noodies 2006 — aka The Weekend from Hell 

Mark Stockton

To set the scene correctly I need to explain that I 
look forward to Soar-J all year round.  In my
opinion it is the gliding event of the year and
there is nothing better than flying a man-on-
man event in what can often be described as
challenging conditions.  Noodsberg seems to
always offer a new challenge to the pilots on a
round by round basis.  This is complimented by
an extremely well organised and run event, put
together by the Ladies and Gentlemen from
DMAC.

In the week preceding the event I am usually so
excited that I can barely sleep.  I tend to spend
hours awake at night going through every
aspect of my flights over and over in my mind.
This year was no different and to add to my
excitement I had my new Supra that would be
flying its first F3J event. 

Friday the 23rd June

As this year’s event was barely a month before
the South African team leaves to compete in
Slovakia, we decided to leave early on the
Friday in order to get some practice and sea
level set-up work done.  Dutifully Kurt and I
woke up at 4am for the drive to Noodsberg.  We
had packed the car the previous night, so it was
just a quick shower, pack the perishables and
leave.  We were out the door at 04h45. 

At 04h55 we came across our first obstacle. 
Not 8 km into our trip we came to a complete
standstill on the N1 north just after Rivonia Rd.
The reason was a major accident that
completely blocked the highway.  An hour-
and-a-half later we started to move again!!!

The rest of the drive down was quite uneventful 
— we had a pleasant breakfast at a Wimpy just
past the Tugela toll plaza and arrived at
Noodsberg just before lunch.  The only other
person at the field was Simon Nelson, who was
putting a very impressive little electric glider
through its paces.   As we drove onto the field
the left side of my car dropped into a small pot

hole, at the time not seeming like a major
incident.  However as Kurt got out the
passenger side he informed me that the car was
hissing!  Further inspection revealed that the
front passenger tyre was rapidly loosing
pressure.  We quickly unpacked the car and I
replaced the now very flat tyre with a very
small replacement found in the boot and
proceeded back to Wartburg to get the puncture 
repaired.  To my surprise I found that the
company occupying the site of what seemed to
be a tyre dealership actually had nothing to do
with motor vehicles at all — however they did
kindly direct me to a Supa Quick in Dalton.

A not so quick (80km/h!!!!) trip to the
neighbouring town was rewarded by a well
equipped and extremely helpful bunch of guys
at the local Supa Quick franchise.  They swiftly
established that the tyre was not repairable.
They came up with a couple of options, but
given that both front tyres were well worn I
elected to just have two new tyres fitted.

Approximately 45 minutes later I was on my
way back to Noodsberg at a much more
reasonable 140km/h.

Finally I could get some flying done! 

Upon my return to the field I was greeted by the 
Goodies who had also been held up by
congestion caused by the morning accident, 
further aggravated by them having a puncture
near Harrismith. 

The flying in the afternoon was pretty cool,
with Craig and me getting our Supras sorted for 
hand tow, although Craig had a scare when his
model plummeted to the ground from 20 to
30m.  It was later found that the Rx battery had
gone flat — his charger was giving false peaks.  
(Modern electronics are wonderful . . . while
they work!  JL) 

Later in the afternoon, after packing up my F3J
planes, I was flying my Scud DLG when I
discovered that the rudder servo had an
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intermittent fault — it just stopped responding
periodically.  The cabling was checked, but the
fault was definitely the servo.  Second micro JR 
servo to pack-up in as many weeks!  Mental
note made to use GWS equipment in future as
my track record with the more pricey JRs has
not been good . . .

The rest of the evening was uneventful.  Kurt
and I stayed with the ETB crew in a very
pleasant self catering accommodation
comprising of renovated farm houses. 

Saturday the 24th June

A very pleasant morning dawned and we left
for the field straight after breakfast.  We were
amongst the first to arrive and got set up.  The
conditions were lovely and calm.  It was a little
concerning that our F3J team mate Chris
Adrian hadn’t arrived, although we were aware
that he was flying down that morning. 

The day kicked off with F5J and just before the
start of working time Chris flew over the field
with his Samba on his way to an airstrip at
Wartburg.  Next followed two slots of 2 metre
(still no Chris).  Directly after 2 metre, F3J
started, with Michelle, Craig, Chris and myself
flying in that order (still no Chris).

I grabbed Kurt from the junior team to help tow, 
and we pulled Michelle’s Estrella (probably
the least F3J plane ever to be launched off a
hand tow) and she maxed the flight.  Still no
Chris.  Next Kurt and I towed Craig and his new 
Supra — he also maxed the flight.  Finally
Chris arrived — talk about cutting it fine. 

It turns out that Chris’s Samba was not much of 
a morning machine, and simply did not want to
start after the icey cold night. 

Craig and I towed Chris, but he immediately
re-launched.  This is when it happened — on
the relaunch it didn’t seem as we had much
tension . . . Craig and I where sprinting to give
the plane something, and from my left calf the
faintest pop, and sharp stabbing pain.  Later we
discovered that I had torn a muscle in my calf.
Lovely — before I’d even flown a round of F3J.

For the rest of the day (actually weekend) I was
on caller duty for Craig, Michelle and Chris

while they rotated through towing.  I don’t
think anyone realises how long a flight line is
until you walk down it four times per round to
post scores, explaining to just about every
person you meet along the way that you think
you’ve torn a muscle.  It is amazing just how
much medical advice one can pick up on a
flight line . . . along with chirps like “Hello
Limpy” or “you should stick to winches”.  It
was going to be a long, long, looong weekend.

At least the flying was going well, we were all
maxing our flights and either winning or
getting high 900’s each round.  As I was
launching Michelle’s F3J (not!) Estrella the
line seemed to break in the strangest place — at
the pennant! This was as I threw the plane and I
couldn’t recover to catch it.  It whacked the
ground fairly hard but after inspection we
launched it on another line.  Only after posting
her score did I realise that my chin was
bleeding.  It seems that the line nicked me when 
it broke.

The day ended on a high with excellent F3J and
F5J flights, and now we had the dinner to look
forward to.  At the dinner I discovered that I had 
forgotten to put in Chris’ round two F3J score.
However with his help we got the situation
remedied.  Lucky as it turned out that Chris and
I were joint 1st with Craig just behind us in 3rd.
Then the biggest disaster of the day!  The
Watburg Hof ran out of haus brau — their
unique home brewed beer . . . the beer I’ve been 
dreaming about on a nearly daily basis since
last year’s event.  And people think I go to
Soar-J to fly! ;-)

Still, I was having a better day than Herman
who had lost his F5J glider in the direction of
the mill.  Chris agreed to fly over the area in the
morning to search for it, along with some other
lost models. 

Sunday the 25th 

We woke to the sound of wind rustling through
the huge trees outside our cottage.  Mmmm
interesting, this isn’t normal.  After breakfast
we went out to the field and discovered a brisk
cross-wind blowing.  Chris flew his search and
then landed the Samba on the field — a very
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spectacular down-wind landing.  Herman had
recovered his plane — it had been handed in at
security without its motor (later also
recovered). 

First up was F5J as they where re-laying the
field into wind.  I did notice that my little
Graupner Cumulus was blown around a fair
amount during the flight.  As the first F3J round 
started it was apparent that the conditions
where not improving, but we managed to will
Michelle, Craig and Chris through 3 very tough 
maxes.  Then, just as prep time started for my
flight, the wind really picked up to the point
where people were having to hold their models
down to stop them blowing away.

These certainly weren’t conditions for the super 
light Supra, so I switched to my full Carbon
Eish!, I gave it my all on the launch (I’m fairly
sure I must have at least stopped Chris and
Michelle on the tow).  Craig found me some
fast-moving lift, which I worked briefly.  We
also worked the wave coming off the row of
trees to good effect and to get back to the field.
Then at 7:40 (with the round more or less won)
the Eish! got bumped around badly in some
turbulence, and we couldn’t decide if I was past
the last trees or not.  As luck would have it,
NOT!  I clipped the tree and spun to the ground
over 75 metres from the spot.  Craig urged me
to launch the Supra, but I elected not to risk it

so close to our departure.  For the record. the
slot was won by Izak with 8:20 (no landing). 

The event was called off directly after this flight 
as the carnage was huge.  Five rounds flown, no 
throw away.  Mmmmm — killer event. 

The 6 hour drive home was the perfect time to
reflect upon the weekend from hell —

• 11 /2  hour traffic snarl up at 05h00 in the
morning.

• the puncture and replacement of both front
tyres.

• a dead chuckie servo.

• a torn calf muscle.

• a lacerated chin.

• no Haus Brau at Wartburg Hof!

• going from 1st to 11th in one flight where
we did almost everything right!

*
Oh well, at the end of the day, I would go back
and fly the event again tomorrow . . . after all, a
bad day flying always beats a good day in the
office! 

- - - o o O o o - - -

The German air controllers at Frankfurt Airport are renowned as a short-tempered lot. 
They not only expect one to know one’s gate parking location, but how to get there
without any assistance from them.  So it was with some amusement that we (a Pan Am
747) listened to the following exchange between Frankfurt ground control and a British 
Airways 747, call sign Speedbird 206.
Speedbird 206: “Frankfurt, Speedbird 206 clear of active runway.”

Ground: “Speedbird 206.  Taxi to gate Alpha One-Seven.”
The BA 747 pulled onto the main taxiway and slowed to a stop.

Ground: “Speedbird, do you not know where you are going?”

Speedbird 206: “Stand by, Ground, I’m looking up our gate location now.”

Ground (with quite arrogant impatience): “Speedbird 206, have you not been to
Frankfurt before?”

Speedbird 206 (coolly): “Yes, twice in 1944, but it was dark, and I didn’t land.”
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 Bill Vos Handicap #4 — June 

Dave Greer

Whew, I just had to ring John Coulson first
thing Monday morning with the result, after a
difficult Bill Vos contest, where it proved
impossible to predict the winner, especially for
the winner!  The matrixer had guesstimated on
Dennis for glory but got that dead wrong. 

We have become accustomed to warm Berg
winds and difficult conditions — a cold Berg
wind proved another`matter altogether and
everybody battled and achieved at least one dud 
round during the sunny but cool day.  The
upside was brand newbie Tim Russell turning
up with an ancient Amigo 2, flying most calmly 
in the non gasbag conditions and finishing up in 
a damn good mid-field placing — the handicap
approach rewards good flying on stock aircraft!

We have had 13 entries and then a couple of fall
outs for the last few events and the matrix
generator has been using himself as the floater
between the teams and the filler, where folk fall
out.  Not really that clever when one considers
that Brad has almost flown continuously
against the Esprit , as a result.  Brad fortunately
took it in good spirit and then made his point by
giving the Esprit a pasting in the last round.
The free matrix system works, as it again saved
two slots but one needs a different odd man
out . . . ;-) 

Flight of the day again goes to Warren for an
excellent zero-to-hero scratch in the first round, 
many of us finishing the day on a frustrated
note, without the customary “fix” of at least one 
max.  Landings were either “stunning or
nuthing”, as well, a sign of much scratching for
time.  Personal thanks go to John Wright for
hanging in to help after the conditions looked a
bit nasty for his two metre. 

Sheldon’s F5J was still being made airworthy
again and Simon’s radio is winging its way

back, so it was a quiet day for the electric craft
and Brad showed that the Mini Graphite could
be very useful for the Natals, if the weather
proves similarly difficult.  Warren will have to
pray for magic weather for his extremely
successful gasbag.  Les Ward was a welcome
visitor for the day and we hope he is
encouraged to join in the fun at the Groengoud
F5J at the end of October. 

The championship starts to take on an
interesting complexion with John Coulson
moving in to second place not too far behind
Warren and closely chased by that man Al
Sneedon.

*

Bill Vos — June

 1 John Coulson 2891 Esprit

 2 Alan Sneedon 2824 Graphite

 3 Dave Greer 2796 Es[rit
 4 Warren Butler 2767 Cobra

 5 Brad Conlon 2691 Ellipse 3
 6 Ross Henderson 2416 Ellipse 2V

 7 Tim Russell 2378 Amigo 2

 8 Dennis Bird 2223 Esprit

 9 Brian Fanning 2169 Illusion

10 Fred Wittstock 1848 Sagitta 1000

11 Paul Boswarva 1732 Eish!

12 Paul Munn 1537 Spirit 2m

13 Tim Potter  252 Graphite

Peter G F5J  — June

1 Brad Conlon 3000 Mini Graphite

2 Warren Butler 2813 od
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 Bill Vos Handicap #5 — July 

Dave Greer

This Bill Vos round enjoyed perfect weather, so
much so that your scribe was late for the Moto
GP — the north beach area was more packed
than the Christmas holiday period! 

Flying commenced with the F5J slot and Paul
illustrating the US adage that there ain’t no
substitute for cubic inches.  His first round
suffered under the no landing points for a
second motor run and he quickly had his act
together for the last two rounds, making sure of
landings and rocketing up with a 13 and 18
second motor run to Brad’s more sedate 26 and
25 second motor runs.  The excellent weather
meant the more powerful if heavier
combination was king but other more iffy flight 
days will no doubt balance things again.  Whilst 
there are very real reasons for the other F5Jers
missing in action, my sympathies lie with these
two folk who have invested (heavily) in the F5J
concept and the rest of the local F5J community 
have only themselves to blame if the league
peters out. 

With the stunning weather, the day’s results
proved zero tolerance for small mistakes on the
glider side.  Both Warren and Alan achieved
excellent flight times but indifferent landings,
which hurt in the final tally.  Paul Munn’s
two-metre revelled in the handicap approach
and a missed first round landing avoided him
really upsetting things for the usual suspects.

Those 1000s are just so precious and, with two
events remaining and two throw-aways,  the
“what if” scenarios are almost endless. 

Whilst the July result continued to cement
things for Warren “Alonso” Butler, Dave
“Schumi” Greer now enjoys a mathematical if
very distant chance of upsetting things, whilst
Alan Sneedon and John Coulson could well
also still take the championship if Warren
decided to really butcher things or give the last
two events a miss . . .  ;-) 

Someone always maxed in each and every
round, which meant no get out of jail slots and

Brad’s two duddies relegated him near the
bottom of the class.  Don, by contrast, finished
with two excellent maxes after a shaky start in
the same first round slot as Brad, when
Dennis’s Esprit really beat them both up after a
well calculated late launch. Paul Boswarva’s
Supra  looked like going for gold with first and
second round maxes, but an excellent third
round scratch was only marred by missing the
landing.  Paul is starting to gain confidence
with this plane, which will be a winner when
the chips are down in future rounds. 

After being talked in to inadvisedly following
Tim’s Esprit , which looked to be getting away,
Warren’s well repaired Cobra just made it back
for a top drawer ultra low level scratch to max
whilst the Esprit bailed for a 6:21 and Tim’s
only non max for the day, as well.  Again a case
of the single max flight really hurting the other
normally reasonable scores.  Dave’s change to
mode 2 for the Natals and this event provided
another near miss.  Whilst primary control
function is fine, it is all too easy to end up
leaving full crow braking on, as in the second
half of the first round boomer flight, only just
being able to eke out the max in a mystified
slow motion fashion.  The craft reverts to mode
1 with no offered sharing for the remainder of
the year! 

Those who administer events will understand
that a three slot by three team matrix is okay, a
four slot by four team matrix is also okay, but a
three slot by four team matrix is a total
compromise for the fourth team, thus the squeal 
from John Coulson to being beaten up by the
Supra  all too often.  The championship breaks
for the postals in August, before the final home
stretch.
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Peter G F5J — July

1 Paul Boswarva 2494 Mini Graphite
2 Brad Conlon 2944 Mini Graphite

Bill Vos — July

 1 Dave Greer 2995 Esprit
 2 Warren Butler 2930 Cobra

 3 Alan Sneedon 2878 Graphite

 4 Paul Boswarva 2845 Supra

 5 Dennis Bird 2720 Esprit

 6 Tim Potter 2656 Esprit

 7 Paul Munn 2567 Spirit

 8 John Coulson 2561 Esprit

 9 Fred Wittstock 2483 Sagitta 1000
10 Don Slatter 2348 Nongoma

11 Brad Conlon 2172 Ellipse 3V

12 John Wright 1866 Spirit

Bill Vos Handicap — Cumulative
best 3 Jan Mar Apr Jun Jul

 1 Warren Butler 2978 1000 930 1000 957 978
 2 Dave Greer 2954 912 987 0 967 1000

 3 Alan Sneedon 2933 872 995 928 977 961
 4 John Coulson 2921 830 925 996 1000 855
 5 Brad Conlon 2831 966 934 782 931 725
 6 Tim Potter 2800 0 1000 913 87 887
 7 Paul Boswarva 2697 932 462 815 599 950
 8 Fred Wittstock 2626 747 892 905 639 829
 9 Dennis Bird 2565 0 888 0 769 908

10 Ross Henderson 2510 843 832 755 835 0
11 Don Slatter 2425 816 440 825 0 784
12 Brian Fanning 2262 805 707 0 750 0
13 Paul Munn 1388 0 0 0 531 857
14 Ryan Nelson   (j) 1032 917 0 115 0 0
15 Sheldon Macglone 982 0 512 470 0 0
16 Tim Russell 822 0 0 0 822 0

17 Adrian Baker 816 0 0 816 0 0
18 Simon Nelson 635 635 0 0 0 0
19 John Wright 623 0 0 0 0 623

Peter G — Cumulative
best 3 Mar Apr Jun Jul

 1 Brad Conlon 3000 10001000 1000 998
 2 Warren Butler 2833 959 936 938 0
 3 Paul Boswarva 2250 643 606 0 1000
 4 Shel. McGlone 1284 823 460 0 0
 5 Simon Nelson  933 0 933 0 0

If your Car had been designed by Microsoft . . .
• The oil, water temperature, and alternator warning lights

would all be replaced by a single warning light reading —
“This Car Has Performed An Illegal Operation”.

• The airbag system would ask “Are you sure?” before deploying.

• You’d have to press the “Start” button to turn the engine off.
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Mark Williams

021 - 556 0458 083 430 1275
info@capesailplanes.com

Simply Cool DLG
New Colours in stock!

1400 mm span  21 dm2  wing area
flying weight 300 g  controls R/E

            R 1895

New AVA F now available

3200 mm span  73 dm2  wing area
optional kevlar ballast tube

flying weight 1020 g (G) 1800 g (E)
controls R/E/S

            R 4995

 Blaster DLG

1495 mm span
24 dm2 wing area

flying weight 300 g
controls R/E/flap-aileron

            R 2395

     Graphite 2 F3B
   cross-tail version now in stock!

 3100 mm span  64,5 dm 2 wing area
ballast tube built in

glass 1920 g  carbon 2100 g
F3J extra light (kevlar) 1800 g

     R 6570

Solo  
fully moulded 2m glider

1950 mm span  33,5 dm 2  wing area
flying weight 660 g

            R 1999
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 Slope Report 

Sandy  

Wow has time flown — seems like a couple of
days ago I was giving Wessie the info about the
Mini Graphite to include in his Slope Report,
and now here we are, time for another thrilling
installment of my Slope ‘Addiction’.

*
Firstly some very important news — SAMAA
is trying to get some sort of control and
structure over the Whole Gliding scene,
including Flat Field, Electric and Slope.   This
is in the form of proficiency tests.  This will
start out with the ‘Solo’ proficiency, which is
very much how the Power Clubs do it now, and
will mean that you are not supposed to be able
to fly on your own without an Instructor with
you if you have not attained your Solo
proficiency, and this proficiency will be
marked on your SAMAA card in the future.

This means that the Clubs, such as AFC and
TOSS are going to have to start finding pilots 
who would be prepared to give up time to
Instruct new pilots, and perform these tests.
These ‘Instructors’ are also going to have to
be of the top most calibre.  

The biggest problem with the proficiency
tests and sloping, is that no-one actually
controls the Hills and Slopes, so there is
nothing stopping Joe Soap flying his Mugi or 
Bee on his own, not having attained any
proficiency, and not even having SAMAA
membership, unlike power clubs, who
generally own or lease the land they use, and
have a locked gate, which only proficient
pilots have keys to.  

This brings me to another problem we have
been facing on the slopes recently.  There has
appeared a band of Rogue Pilots, who do not
subscribe to the idea of ‘let’s do this properly’.
It appears that they do not belong to SAMAA,
and have already been kicked off Chapman’s
Peak by the Parks Rangers.  They also shot
down an Aldij on Chapman’s Peak a couple of
weekends ago, by not checking frequencies.
This is a big problem, and we need to find some

way to make these guys realize that they could
cause us to lose ALL our flying sites and rights,
if they happen to fly into someone or
something!

*
New on the Slope
A new Aldij has appeared on the scene.  Kevin
Farr from the TOSSers decided to bite the
bullet, and with advice from me and several
others, built the plane.  He has flown it several
times now, and is extremely pleased with it. 

Another couple of ‘home built’ composite
planes have appeared on the slopes recently,
both made by John — called a Lamina.  He has
achieved a stunning finish on these planes, and
they fly extremely well, but he told me that it is
an incredible amount of work to make one, and
not worth what you can sell them for, so
unfortunately we will not be seeing any
available to the masses!

 Kevin poses with his new Aldij 
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The Weather recently has been very strange
with lots of unseasonable winds coming
through.  The AFC Winter meet on Signal Hill
had to be cancelled, as the normal NW, decided
to become a southeaster instead, but even the
southeasters have been strange, as I have
travelled to Red Hill a couple of times, with
howling southeasters affecting the rest of Cape
Town, to find a gentle almost unflyable breeze
on Red Hill.  

We even had a bout of bungee launching Bee s
and electric flying from the car park on Red Hill 
because of the lack of wind.  I have been to
Signal Hill a couple of times however, the one
time was a very strong NNW that was
accompanied by berg wind conditions, which
led to super lift, but was extremely turbulent,
even tossing my 2,2m Aldij right over onto it’s
back at a good altitude, which normally would
have been super smooth.  The next time was
also a NNW, but was much colder, so was a lot
nicer to fly.  

We also tried out Ou Kaapse Weg, on a NE
wind, as everywhere else was unflyable, we
flew the Bees for a while, to check out the lift
and conditions, which were marginal at best,
but feeling the lack of good flying, we decided
to try the Aldijs  as they can, when unballasted,
beat a Bee in low lift conditions.  So we landed
and assembled the Aldijs and Steve Meusel’s
Prodij , at which point the wind died completely 
and after waiting for 30 minutes it swung round
to SE, and started up again, so we packed up
and headed off to Red Hill, where we found it

was coming in from the SW, so we did the
sensible thing at that point and headed off to
Dixie’s for a pint.

AFC News
There is not much news from AFC this time,
except for the previously mentioned cancelled
Winter Event.  We are starting to gear up for
Hermanus however, so stay tuned, for possible
developments.

TOSS News

Not a lot of news from here either— only that
they have been busy drafting up some Club
Safety Rules, and have been looking at the
SAMAA Proficiency tests draft.  They are also
still in heavy discussion with the Parks Board
about flying at St. James, and have entertained
deputations from Parks to see how they fly at
Red Hill.

*
To finish off, I want to let you know that despite 
being a mouldie, an Opus  is an incredibly
strong plane, as I have personally witnessed

 John holdds up his composite glider 
    for a quick photo    

 Neil De Beer Landing a Bee at Signal Hill 
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André De Beer’s Opus being flown / crashed /
mistaken identity i.e. flying the wrong plane,
into a hill three times, at quite impressive
speeds, with some damage as you can see from
the pictures on the right.  

This plane is still flying after some repair work
and despite looking a bit battered, flies better
than it did when he got it!  Oh yes, every time he 
polished it up to take pictures or to show off
with it, it crashed!!

Until Next time —
May your Frequency belong to you ALONE!

- - - o o O o o - - -

 A pair of Opuses (Opi?) ready for action 

I have seen two or three pictures in recent 
model mags of models which have
argued with power lines.

I seem to remember that there was one
pilot who made quite a habit of hanging
his model on some telephone wires at
Soar-J — okay, so he did it twice!  (Don’t 
they say that “twice is often and three
times is always”?)  Of course, power
lines have a rather more lethal effect . . .

This one is still recognizable as a glider
— the others were a mess of charred
carbon!

The moral is obvious!
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Jamaican Math Test 
A Jamaican man wants a job, but the foreman won’t hire him until he passes a little math test. 

Here is your first question, the foreman said. “Without using numbers, represent the number 9.” 

“Without numbers?” The Jamaican says, “Dat is easy.” And proceeds to draw three trees. 

“What’s this?” the boss asks 

“Ave you got no brain?  Tree and tree and tree make nine,” says the Jamaican.  

“Fair enough,” says the boss.  “Here’s your second question.  Use the same rules, but this time the
number is 99.”  

The Jamaican stares into space for a while, then picks up the picture that he has just drawn and makes 
a smudge on each tree.  “Ere you go.”  

The boss scratches his head and says, “How on earth do you get that to represent 99?” 

“Each of da trees is dirty now.  So, it’s dirty tree, and dirty tree, and dirty tree.  Dat is 99.” 

The boss is getting worried that he’s going to actually have to hire this Jamaican, so he says, “All
right, last question.  Same rules again, but represent the number 100.”  

The Jamaican stares into space some more, then he picks up the picture again and makes a little mark 
at the base of each tree and says, “Ere you go.  One hundred.”  

The boss looks at the attempt. “You must be nuts if you think that represents a hundred!” 

The Jamaican leans forward and points to the marks at the base of each tree and says, “A little dog
come along and crap by each tree.  So now you got dirty tree and a turd, dirty tree and a turd, and
dirty tree and a turd, which make one hundred.” 

“So, when I start?”

- - - o o O o o - - -


